                          "Get A Life!"   Blog #4
Would you undersand what vehicle I'm talking about if I tell you that "I LOVE CEMENT MIXERS"? Now, I'm not talking about a small apparatus that can be towed behind a pick up truck. I'm talking about a huge vehicle that has a whirling container with concrete inside. 
I wanted to know the actual name of that whirling container, so I dialed "the expert" on that, Sue White, whose family builds highways! Instantly(!) I acquired information that I NEVER expected to have! There's specialized vocabulary, and I was informed of that right away! She said,"A cement mixer is that small mixer that is towed behind a pick up truck." She went on..."A 'transit mixer' is a huge vehicle that hauls concrete, not CEMENT! Cement is an INGREDIENT that's inside of concrete." Wow! The stuff you can learn if you ask the right person! Sue was talking about mixers and she couldn't stop! SHE...WAS...IN...ECSTACY!                                                    She went on to explain that there are actually TWO types of "transit mixers": the "front discharge model", where the concrete comes out over the cab of the mixer, which is the most common type, and the "rear discharge model", where the concrete comes out of the back. She said an average transit mixer holds 10 cubic yards of concrete. All of this was a bunch to take in. Feeling like I had "10 cubic yards of INFORMATION", I said, "Thanks! Bye!" I looked down at my notes from the conversation. Glancing through them, I saw that Sue had not answered my initial question: "What is that whirling container called that holds the concrete?" I redialed her with the question. She said, "It's called a DRUM." I thought, although I had no idea what it must be called, " I wouldn't have expected that answer at all!" But then, oh well... Sue DID say that there's a specialized vocabulary in their business. Hanging up, I secretly knew that I couldn't say the words, "transit mixer". One awful thing about being old is that you still love the old ways. I've called that vehicle that I've always loved "a cement mixer" for most of 75 years, and, I'm so sorry, but I simply can't let it go! 
Moving on...and going back to my absolute LOVE for "cement mixers": my heart absolutely RACES when I see one. The lucky part is that I see them almost DAILY when I'm driving on Dixie Highway because I think there's even more than one concrete company in Waterford.
 I've built three homes, and each time there was a need to have concrete brought on site. It has only been four years since they assembled the forms for the basement walls of my new home. They brought in a "pumper truck", which, when filled with concrete, pumps that mixture through a long, long hose that delivers it into the forms for the basement walls. I have a video on my phone of that process because I was on site for that grand occasion. The pumper truck, the basement walls crew and I heard the low, powerful sound of a number of big motors echoing through the subdivision, and the sound was coming closer every minute. A "herd" of mixers were on their way. In a caravan, those amazing giants lumbered up this long, long hill. Arriving, each one turned the corner and obediently stood in line, all drums whirling and their motors emitting low, friendly growls. 
Like elephants in the center ring of the circus, they had performed in "an arena" like this many times before, and they knew precisely what to do!                                                             Upon the signal, the show began: I imagined lilting ballet music as, one by one, those lovely mixers gracefully approached the pumper truck to deposit their drumfuls of concrete. They moved in sync to a rhythm: dump and go   ...dump and go   ...dump and go  ...until all of them were empty and gone. This was truly one of the high points of my life! They'd come HERE to do what they do best...for ME! Just the mere wave of an inkpen on a check, and I was "Queen for the day", enjoying the performance of a lifetime! Cement mixers: so huge, powerful, gentle and strong...so capable! Who? Just WHO(?) can't love a cement mixer?
Secretly, I have to ask you something: Do you think it's out and out BRAZEN to snuggle your car up close to a cement mixer at a stop light? It's an opportunity I simply can't resist! You know...I rather liken a cement mixer to my late husband, who was a towering individual. He was as loving as he was big. He was a "Big Fella", but to add a slight twist to that description, I called him "Fig Bella". He was a "gentle giant". When a cement mixer and I pull up to a red light together, I glance over lovingly, and I think,                            "Whoa, Fig Bella!" For sure, it's ESP. He reads my mind because he stops.
And what about those extremely talented men who drive those gentle giants? The day came to lay the concrete slab that's now my patio. The mixer pulled up to the curb. The foreman of the concrete laying team instructed the driver to squeeze that mixer through the 10-foot passageway between my house and the house next door. Mission accomplished! Once the mixer was in the backyard, the foreman issued the next order. He told the driver to pull up to within 10 inches of the wooden forms so the chute could be directed into the far corner of the patio. Let ...me...tell...you...that...that ...driver...was "ONE" with that machine! He delicately "tiptoed" the big puffy tires of that sweet giant baby to within exactly 10 inches of those wooden forms. I was so wrapped up in that moment that I broke out in applause! You should have seen the looks on the faces of the crew! Too bad if my behavior appalled them! I wasn't going to apologize. Why should I? I was a delighted customer, and they should be delighted that I was!
I wonder how much a cement mixer costs? I'd love to own one! But NOT for mixing cement. We all know what a cement mixer does when he's at work, but WHAT, just WHAT do you think he does when it comes time to PLAY? YEP! I don't care how good you are at your job, EVERYONE needs fun and relaxation!                                          OH...THE POSSIBILITIES!!! :  He can go "SOCIAL"! You want to be sure he gets an engraved invitation to any big, fancy wedding. OK! So what if he's NOT a Chevy? He can get scrubbed down and waxed up until he twinkles. Then add a big black satin bowtie to his front grill, and he might be the handsomest man there! Just color him "the hit of the party" when the ice and ingredients go in and he mixes up Pink Martinis for all of the adults at the wedding...SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED"!
Let's not forget how popular he can be with the Village kids! On any hot summer afternoon, he can go to the park where the ingredients can go in, and he can mix up some cold, refreshing milkshakes for one and all! That's because he's a "people-pleaser"! 
Then, how about THIS? He can go over to the Rectory where the parishoners can drop in the Bingo balls. He can continuously mix them and send the balls, one at a time down his chute so they can be called out to those who are enjoying an exciting game of Bingo. 
But, there's only ONE THING that I find disappointing about a cement mixer: He only has seating for ONE! There's NO WAY the kids can be dropped off at school on his way to work. And BOO HOO! That also means that there's no summer Sunday mixer rides for the family through the countryside. As for me? I guess I can never have the exhilarating experience of riding in a mixer...unless I'm driving it. Have any of you seen a handsome-looking one on a "used car lot"?                                                                                                                     

